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the saints soon encounter a large group of chinese gang members led by michelle chang and we learn of
a secret experiment that carlos was involved in that created a synthetic version of tansy, known as
beast, that devours anything in its path. they are led by the reanimated corpse of al nakamoto, who

wants to take over the world again. michelle chang also reveals that their leader, yuriko heikura, was the
original creator of the game and now they are working to destroy her virtual world. [89] the saints

prepare to rescue their leader, while michelle chang takes control of the game using yuriko's ai from her
laboratory. [92] matt miller is taken to yuriko's laboratory as a hostage in exchange for playa's soul. he
goes in and sees the ai still alive in the basement, freeing playa. [100] while fighting yuriko, emanuel
van der garde, now playa's lieutenant, is kidnapped by the deckers and is forced to save matt miller
from yuriko's virtual laboratory. the saints and zimos work together to transport a gang of pissed off

hippies to soap, and once the troops arrive the hippies are escorted out and the other saints inside are
killed [24] . zimos then takes the remaining hippies out and turns them into a gang of his own [25] .
playa, zimos, and the remaining saints then go to the deckers hq, where they find that the gang are

currently inhabiting the building. during the encounter, zimos is apprehended by two boys in blue, who
are the most powerful enemies the saints have faced so far, having earlier fought the boys and killed

one of them and their mentor, phil neeley, which causes the remaining one, jimmy, to retreat with
zimos, leaving playa and the other saints. [33]
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playa and the saints find their way back to the church, and
reunite with johnny, with shaundi leaving them to give the
two a moment alone. playa begins to make his way back
to the daedalus, but is ambushed by the stag, after being
lured there. playa fights his way through stag, and kills

three of them, but is later shot in the chest and thrown to
the ground by dane. [156] playa wakes up in the

daedalus, and is told that he has been given a new
assignment by senator vancamp: deliver the saints to a
meeting with senator vancamp in grand bay, louisiana.

playa is informed that the only way to stop the corruption
in steelport is by destroying the city's tv stations. he is
also told that the meeting will be watched by cyrus and
the stag, and that they will be ready for him. [157] playa
makes his way back to the saints row church, and meets
up with johnny, who tells him that he found an old friend

of his named dougie on the streets, who helped them
escape the daedalus. dougie tells them that they will need
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their friends for this mission, and the three head back to
their respective homes. [158] playa makes his way to the
thalia amiptheatre, where he makes a show of his power

with the saints in order to gain their respect. as playa
makes his way through the theatre, he is confronted by

julius little, who tries to kill him, but is saved by troy
bradshaw. troy tells playa that they need the saints for

this mission, and that they can trust him. [160]
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